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Highlights 

 

- In this study, a two-step adaptive task scheduling framework based on data awareness and 

reinforcement learning is proposed for cluster-based data grids  

- According to simulation results, the proposed adaptive scheduling strategy gives better performance 

with increasing the number of submitted tasks, in comparison with other common scheduling 

strategies for different replication strategies 

- According to the first simulation experiment, the proposed two-step adaptive scheduling stratgey has 

the lowest mean response time for various number of tasks with LRU replication 

- With increasing the number of submitted tasks, the amount of performence improvement will be more.  

- The proposed adaptive scheduling with LFU replication has also better performance compared with 

other scheduling strategies and outperforms the other ones significantly for large number of 

submitted tasks 

- The proposed adaptive scheduling has higher perfomance with the second exploration policy for high 

number of submitted tasks as cen be seen in real application environments 

- Using learning-based policy increases the adaptation of the proposed approach to dynamic nature of the 

environment and high variety of submitted tasks. 

 
 

 

Abstract. Scheduling is one of the important problems within the scope of control and management 

in grid and cloud-based systems. Data grid still as a primary solution to process data-intensive tasks, 

deals with managing large amounts of distributed data in multiple nodes. In this paper, a two-phase 

learning-based scheduling algorithm is proposed for data-intensive tasks scheduling in cluster-based 

data grids. In the proposed scheduling algorithm, a hierarchical multi agent system, consisting of one 

global broker agent and several local agents, is applied to scheduling procedure in the cluster-based 

data grids. At the first step of the proposed scheduling algorithm, the global broker agent selects the 

cluster with the minimum data cost based on the data communication cost measure, then an adaptive 

policy based on Q-learning is used by the local agent of the selected cluster to schedule the task to the 

proper node of the cluster. The impacts of three action selection strategies have been investigated in 

the proposed scheduling algorithm, and the performance of different versions of the scheduling 

algorithm regarding different action selection strategies, has been evaluated under three types of 

workloads with heterogeneous tasks. Experimental results show that for dynamic workloads with 

varying task submission patterns, the proposed learning-based scheduling algorithm gives better 

performance compared to four common scheduling algorithm, Queue Length (Shortest Queue), 

Access Cost, Queue Access Cost (QAC) and HCS, which use regular combinations of primary 

parameters such as, data communication cost and queue length. Applying a learning-based strategy 

provides the scheduling algorithm with more adaptability to the changing conditions in the 

environment. 
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